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When I was a student, I studied Russian and Vietnamese.  To my dismay, se-
mester after semester, these two courses were scheduled back to back – litera-
ture, grammar, conversation – always back to back. As these are two very differ-
ent languages in every aspect, it took a really long time to be able to move quick-
ly between the two.  And finally, just when I felt I had begun to get the rhythm….I 
graduated…. and haven’t spoken a word of either language since.  Instead, like 
any good college graduate, I’ve dedicated myself to something entirely different 
than what I had just spent those 4 years studying.  Instead, I began my life as a 
missionary.  Though equipped with wonderful language skills, they were not the 
ones I needed. So it was back to the drawing board as I began working with the 
Cuban community in Charlotte, NC.  In a matter of months, I learned a new lan-
guage in order to respond to a new need.   
 
As I reflect on the topic this weekend – Social Media: A New Language For  Mis-
sion—that same feeling of being tossed about in a sea of new words and sounds, 
constructs and cultures emerges from within me.  I can remember how the highly 
structured Russian stretched my mind’s capacity to organize ideas with the preci-
sion of an exacto knife and the tonal sounds of Vietnamese awakened tiny hear-
ing sensors in my ears turning the words into songs.  Some days it gave me a 
migraine but most days were journeys into cultures very different from my own 
that is uniquely revealed in the use of language.    
 
As missionaries we have all taken a preferential option to be vulnerable.  We’ve 
all walked into a room and stood painfully aware of our own limitations - when our 
mouths could not say all that our hearts longed to speak whether the barrier was 
language or some other form of division.   We also know the language of the 
heart that transcends boundaries of every kind.  We know the power of a smile or 
a gentle embrace or knowing glance.   
 
We began on Friday afternoon with an opening prayer and ritual that placed us 
squarely on the periphery of the Grand Story and we’ve been circling on the  
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The Gospel,  

radiant with the glory  

of Christ’s cross,  

constantly invites us  

to rejoice. 
- Pope Francis 

Evangelii Gaudium, 5 
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Language, Mission, and Social Communication 

continued 
margins ever since.  That is to say, we situated our story into a much bigger story which 
tells us that life is ever changing and as such we never fully know the Whole because the 
Whole is not yet revealed.  But this peripheral vision and waiting is to be embraced as it 
brings us in to relationship with others as we search and long together for the Great Home-
coming.  
 
From Cardinal Tagle’s masterful address inviting us through Social Media to go beyond 
boundaries of geography and time to bring the Word of God alive in the world today at all 
times and in all places; to Teresita reminding us that learning this new language is not about 
us but about the people out there who long to know God’s love.  From Fr. Melanio’s chal-
lenge for us to be weak so as to gain the weak to Sr. Kathy’s talk which moved us in, 
around, and through the world of social media weaving Our Story, The Story, and Shared 
Story of the heart. And this morning Meredith invited us to bring our sacraments to the pub-
lic space – to move outside of our walls and into the global living room.  
 
Through all of these people we hear the Spirit speaking to us, inviting us as Pope Francis 
tells us, to live on the border and be audacious, knowing that we cannot bring the frontier 
home, but rather that our mission is out on the margins.   
 

Our Home Communities offered spaces where we could grapple with our fears and hopes as we learn this new language in 
communion with one another and the wider world. Our workshops allowed us to fine tune our language study. We learned 
about how Social Media becomes a tool for communication in remote areas; a tool for structural change in advocacy; a tool for 
inviting others to respond to their baptismal call to be missionary. We explored Social Media in Spanish including how to say 
hashtag in Spain, Mexico, and Venezuela. We looked at social media from cultural and theological lenses. We asked identity 
questions. We had fun practicing our language skills by posting, tweeting, following, liking, friending, pinning, linking, and tex-
ting. We prayed. We broke Bread. We sang and we celebrated.  
 
Jack gave us a great image on Friday when we began. He said that social media is a unifying language unique in the world 
with more people conversant in this language than any other. And we speak that language too. We can trust that we are not 
called to speak this new language perfectly, but rather to love radically and with this love the language will come. And just with 
any other language, we don’t speak to hear ourselves talk, but rather to enter in to relationship and listen to the longings of the 
Other.  
 
Cardinal Tagle reminded us that the mission does not change, but how we live mission does and when all our gadgets fail, 
and very likely they will, though hopefully not all at once, we always have ourselves, each other. There is nothing that can re-
place the flesh and bone encounter.   
 
Thankfully, I haven’t heard anyone here this weekend say that we should try. Instead what I hear us proclaiming is that God’s 
love lives in our hearts, and on our lips, and in our ears, and with our hands, and under our feet and we are impelled into the 
world to set ablaze the hearts of all we meet. Social Media does not replace the relationship, but rather becomes a torch that 
gives light for us to see our way into relationships that we never could have imagined before.  
 
As missionaries we are both called and sent. This year’s Mission Conference was a gathering-in, a huddle around the camp-
fire, a coming together of the tribe with one purpose: to listen with open hearts. So as we go out into the world, especially to 
the world on the margins we continue to listen via this language of Social Media, weave our story, shared story and THE Story 
with the world.   

Amy Woolam-Echeverria  giving the  
Mission Conference Wrap-up. 

Photo: USCMA staff 
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Typhoon Haiyan: One Bad News and a Lot of Good News 

by Fr. Melanio R. Viuya, MJ 
USCMA Board Member 

Feast of St Francis Xavier 2013  
 
“Super typhoon”; “epic storm”; “monster typhoon”; and “one of the strongest typhoons recorded in history” – are some descrip-
tions of the typhoon Haiyan that made landfall on six Philippine islands on November 8, 2013. It flattened communities; around 
1,500 are still missing; at least 5,000 confirmed dead; more than 20,000 reported injured and about 3 million people were dis-
placed. These figures show the magnitude of the loss in terms of lodgings, limbs, lives, loved ones, and livelihood. The social 
media flashed heartbreaking images. Individual and collective faces of the affected depicted disbelief and grief; hopelessness 
and helplessness. Pope Francis told the Filipinos not to be afraid to ask God “why”.  
 
The magnitude of the loss is no match to the magnanimity of humanity. Many countries, including the USA, quickly sent aid – 
rescue, reliefs, recovery, rebuilding, and rehabilitation. Indeed, tragedy such as Haiyan brings out the best in humanity. Haiyan 
proved that we live in a global village. The song “We are the World” was revived in Youtube with the images left by Haiyan. 
This epic storm saw the epic response of the global community.  
 
This monster typhoon has temporarily slain the monsters in us – awakening the hero in us. The heartbreaking images that 
grabbed the headlines now share the limelight with heartwarming ones: journalists helping people to go to a higher and safer 
grounds; complete strangers comforting grieving mothers looking for missing children; victims aiding fellow victims binding 
wounds; repairing houses and burying the dead; children from many countries breaking their piggy banks to donate their sav-
ings to the victims; celebrities and personalities, known and unknown, groups and individuals – all lent a hand to alleviate the 
sufferings of our brothers and sisters. Many stormed heaven with their prayers before, during, and after the super storm. Many 
stormed the victims with their act of kindness – giving help and bringing hope and joy. 
 
Those monitoring the rescue, reliefs, and recovery efforts cannot help but notice the super strong faith of the Filipino people 
and their resilience in the face of tragedy. Consider the image of teenagers playing basketball against the backdrop of pile of 
debris left by the storm. What about the laughter of youngsters as they run around their totally destroyed homes? Listen to the 

giggling of small girls as they blow bubbles in the shattered market. Stories abound 
about religious images that miraculously survived the fury of Haiyan. We saw photos 
of people clutching religious images while processing around the ruins of their towns 
and cities. Faithful went to Sunday Masses with their umbrellas open inside the badly 
damaged churches. And yes, the ordination of seven Filipino priests in the open roof 
of the Cathedral of Palo, Leyte says it all. We may have lost everything but not our 
faith. Some might have asked “why” as Pope Francis suggested. But the question 
that is on everyone’s lips is: “How can I help?” 

 
The past and present missioners who have been bringing the Good News to every nation must have been doing something 
right, good and beautiful. We have come to realize that indeed: “the people who walked in darkness have seen a great light; 
those who lived in a land of deep darkness — on them light has shined” (Isaiah 9:2, NRSV).  
 
On behalf of the Filipino people, I would like to express my sincerest gratitude to all missioners and many other people from all 
over the world for all the support: morally, spiritually, financially, and materially. Your palpable support made us see God’s var-
ious faces! By many accounts, we have shown you in return God’s smiling face. 
 
We all learn from this experience that wherever despair and sadness abound, hope and joy abound even more.  
 

I wish you Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
 
 

Photo Credit: Typhoon Haiyan survivors play among debris in the village of Santa Rita, Philippines. How can disaster relief better secure their future? Photograph: Nic Bothma/EPA 
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Missionary America, Share your Faith! 

by Fr. Jack Nuelle, MS 
USCMA Executive Director 

 
The Year of Faith has just come to a close. It has been an opportunity for renewal and conversion in our individual lives and 
the life of the Church. During that year our Church had undergone the historic event in which Benedict XVI chose to become 
“pope emeritus” and his successor, the first pope born in the Americas, simply took the name of Francis. This was seen by 
many as a hint of the person – St. Francis of Assisi – whom he hoped to emulate.  Pope Francis himself confirmed this at his 
first media audience when he referred to his “namesake”  St. Francis of Assisi as, "The man who gives us this spirit of peace, 
the poor man," and he added, "How I would like a poor Church, and for the poor." A few months later he would speak with 
seminarians and novices stating, “I would like a more missionary Church, one that is not so staid.” He would ask that the shep-
herds “smell like the sheep.” What would that Church look like? It would be joyful: “A Church without joy is unthinkable!”  And 
that joy is born from the gratuitousness of an encounter – first with Christ and then with others!  
 
I experienced that joy in a special way as I participated in the Congreso Americano Misionero (CAM4-COMLA9) in Maracai-
bo Venezuela over Thanksgiving week. What a blessing! What a joy-filled grace! An estimated 4,000 Catholics from “the 
Americas” (North, Central, South and the Caribbean) gathered to dynamically witness their faith. Even while being constantly 
challenged by a secularized and pluri-cultural world, they came in response to a fundamental call: “Missionary America, 
Share your Faith”. I would venture to say that the vast majority of participants were between the ages of 20 and 35. Together 
we epitomized the call to participate enthusiastically in the mission of the Church through joyful witness and proclamation. If I 
ever needed proof of the importance of social media as a language for mission (the focal theme of the October 2013 USCMA 
Conference), I experienced it during the congress; pictures and texts flying through cyberspace, instantly communicating 
through Facebook, Twitter, expanding virtual participation in the CAM4 congress to millions of friends. 
 
In his greetings to the participants of CAM4-COMLA9 – transmitted through his delegate Cardinal Filoni – Pope Francis en-
couraged us to always feel joyful in our mission, reminded us that our faith begins with a personal encounter with Christ and 
then expands to be enthusiastically and joyfully shared with others. It reminded me of what Pope Francis had said some 
weeks earlier when speaking to catechists: “The heart of a catechist always beats with this systolic and diastolic movement: 
union with Christ – encounter with others. … If one of these movements is missing, the heart no longer beats, it can no longer 
live.”  How fitting was it that during the Congress Pope Francis promulgated his Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium.  
 
Keynote speakers underlined that, even though we all have our own portfolios for missionary work and projects, it is ultimately 
the Holy Spirit – in the Spirit’s own time, direction, and intent – who brings the mission to fullness. A wonderful theological re-
flection on the Acts of the Apostles helped us discover the missionary dynamics that brought the Church into being. Christ 
chose to need us and, sending the Apostles and disciples filled with his Spirit, the Church was born.  
 
My personal reflections brought me to think of a mosaic. This Pentecostal reality of the pilgrim Church was and continues to be 
a veritable mosaic of cultures, religious traditions, charisms, mindsets, and talents, all encountering the Spirit in a unique yet 
unifying way. The witness that each and every Baptized gives is essential to the Church. In any mosaic, no individual piece 
really stands out, yet each is essential to the whole. When even one piece is missing, it stands out by its absence! There are 
so many pieces to Mission: mission ad gentes, inter gentes, continental mission, universal mission, new evangelization, etc. 
Over and above all, it is we, the Baptized, who constitute the Church in a permanent state of mission.  
 
CAM4-COMLA9 was a celebration highlighting that permanent state of mission. The question that reverberated in my mind as 
I departed was: What kind of witnessing missioner have I been over these last 50 years – 30 overseas and 20 here in my 
homeland?  Are the systolic and diastolic movements of my missionary heart healthy?  

Continued on the next page. 
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CONSIDER MAKING A  

DONATION TO USCMA 

 

All donations are tax-deductible  
and will go to help USCMA fulfill  

its mandate to PROMOTE MISSION  
AND GLOBAL SOLIDARITY.   

 

You can  mail your donation to: 
United States Catholic Mission Association 

3025 Fourth Street, NE, Ste. 100 
Washington, DC 20017-1103 

In an effort to hold our organization to the highest standards of global re-
sponsibility and to follow the desire of our members to become a more sus-
tainable minded organization, this edition of the Mission Update will be the 
final one that will be published and mailed to all of our members and 
friends.  Beginning with our Spring 2014 Issue we will distribute the 
Mission Update via email.  In addition, Mission Updates will only be ac-
cessible in their entirety on the member’s only page of our website. If you 
have forgotten the username and password for the member’s only section, 
please contact our office .   
 
To ensure that we have your correct email you will be receiving a letter from 
our offices in the coming weeks with more details about this move to a 
more efficient use of USCMA resources, better environmental concerns and 
deliberate operations. 

USCMA STAFF: 

Rev. John “Jack” Nuelle, M.S. Executive Director 

Mr. Stephen F. Scott, MTS Associate Director 

Miss Allison Kingery, MA Associate Director of Operations 

Sr. Anne Louise Von Hoene, M.M.S. Accountant 
  

Mission Update ISSN:1542-6130 

Missionary America, Share your Faith! (continued) 

 
Presenters at CAM4-COMLA9 made many references to the Aparecida document. 
Ending on the first Sunday of Advent, it was natural to reflect on Mary’s role in the 
history of salvation. Chapter 6 of the Aparecida joyfully highlights Mary as “the 
great missionary … (who) gave birth to the Savior of the world, (and in the Guada-
lupe event) … brought the Gospel to our Americas… (becoming) part of the journey 
of each of our peoples, deeply entering into the fabric of their history and taking on 
the noblest and most significant features of the people in them.” Unsettling as it 
was when she traveled to help her pregnant relative Elizabeth, Mary journeyed 
knowing that she brought with her Jesus whom she would gift to humanity; first in 
the stable which she turned into a home, and later at the cross where she opened 
her heart to accept all of us as his sisters and brothers – her children.  Pope Fran-
cis said the Paschal mystery is the beating heart of the Church in mission!  
 

May that mystery, begun in Mary’s womb at the incarnation,  
beat joyfully in each of you as you celebrate Jesus’ birth.  

Fr. Jack taking part in the  
CAM4-COMLA9 procession.  

 
Photo taken by: Sam Stanton,  

Maryknoll Lay Missioners 
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Our Story, THE Story, Our Shared Story 

 
by Sr. Kathy Schmittgens, SSND 

2013 Mission Conference, Keynote Address  
 

The Importance of Stories 

 
I believe that as human beings the most important human activity we do is telling our story. I was validated in this belief as I 
listened to some of the TED talks online. I have become a TED talk devotee. There was a whole series on Story that I hap-
pened on while I was on retreat this summer. I first listened to a talk by Andrew Stanton who works at Pixar and was on the 
team for Toy Story and Finding Nemo, etc. He spoke about the importance of stories:  
 

We all love stories, we’re born for them. Stories affirm who we are. We all want 
affirmations that our lives have meaning and nothing does a greater affirmation than 
when we connect through stories. It could cross the barriers of time (past, present, 
and future) and allow us to experience the similarities between ourselves and 
through others real and imagined. The children’s television host, Mister Rogers, 
always carried in his wallet a quote from a social worker that says ‘frankly there isn’t 
anyone you couldn’t learn to love once you’ve heard their story’.1 

 
Story is what we have as folks involved in mission. We have our own personal story of why, how and when mission became 
important to us. We have the story of how our experiences changed us and made us grow. We have the story of the people 
and cultures that facilitated those changes. We have the story of why it is important for others to hear the story. We have the 
stories that can connect across time and distance. 
 

Our Story 

 
It is important to know why you are telling the story however. What is the goal? What are you trying to accomplish? There are 
lots of good reasons. As a part of setting the scene of where you are…As a call to action…As a reflection on how your experi-
ence relates to the Gospel…to cast light on a situation.  Another TED talk really spoke to me about some of the traps that we 
can fall into in our story telling. The Nigerian author Chimamande Adichie speaks of the dangers of a single story: 
 

I come from a conventional, middle-class Nigerian family. My father was a professor. My mother was an administrator. And so we 
had, as was the norm, live-in domestic help, who would often come from nearby rural villages. So the year I turned eight we got a 
new house boy. His name was Fide. The only thing my mother told us about him was that his family was very poor. My mother sent 
yams and rice, and our old clothes, to his family. And when I didn't finish my dinner my mother would say, "Finish your food! Don't 
you know? People like Fide's family have nothing." So I felt enormous pity for Fide's family.  
 
Then one Saturday we went to his village to visit, and his mother showed us a beautifully patterned basket made of dyed raffia that 
his brother had made. I was startled. It had not occurred to me that anybody in his family could actually make something. All I had 
heard about them was how poor they were, so that it had become impossible for me to see them as anything else but poor. Their 
poverty was my single story of them.  
 
Years later, I thought about this when I left Nigeria to go to university in the United States. I was 19. My American roommate was 
shocked by me. She asked where I had learned to speak English so well, and was confused when I said that Nigeria happened to 
have English as its official language. She asked if she could listen to what she called my "tribal music," and was consequently very 
disappointed when I produced my tape of Mariah Carey. (Laughter) She assumed that I did not know how to use a stove.  
 
What struck me was this: She had felt sorry for me even before she saw me. Her default position toward me, as an African, was a 
kind of patronizing, well-meaning pity. My roommate had a single story of Africa: a single story of catastrophe. In this single story 
there was no possibility of Africans being similar to her in any way, no possibility of feelings more complex than pity, no possibility of 
a connection as human equals.  
 

TED Talks can be found at www.ted.com 

http://www.ted.com
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I must say that before I went to the U.S. I didn't consciously identify as African. But in the U.S. whenever Africa came up people 
turned to me. Never mind that I knew nothing about places like Namibia. But I did come to embrace this new identity, and in many 
ways I think of myself now as African. Although I still get quite irritable when Africa is referred to as a country, the most recent exam-
ple being my otherwise wonderful flight from Lagos two days ago, in which there was an announcement on the Virgin flight about 
the charity work in "India, Africa and other countries."2 

 
If we tell a single story of poverty without the story of the power of the human spirit and the power of the Holy Spirit working in 
the communities in which we minister, we are violating the Gospel. It is fine to express the needs of various communities but 
the engagement needs to be not of pity but of possibility. 
 

THE Story 

 
But we are engaged not just in telling our personal story but in telling our story in the context of THE STORY, as found in the 
Gospel. Our Social Media plan is a major component of our task of evangelization today. The context in which we work is the 
Gospel. A major breakthrough came when the Gospels were committed to writing. Scholars could use them for study. With the 
advent of the printing press more people could ponder the Word. When St. Jerome was commissioned to write the Vulgate so 
that the Word could be in the language of the people, the Word opened up even more. Radio and television gave even more 
opportunities for evangelization as seen in the radio and television programs of Bishop Fulton Sheen. The internet and social 
media are just the next extension of our evangelization possibilities. 
 
In the light of the media attention of Pope Francis I went back to the Aparecida Concluding Document from the Latin American 
Bishops Conference. Pope Francis, then Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio, was one of the principal architects of that document. 
Much of what we hear him saying today to the world is very present in the Aparecida document:  
 

485. “Our century is characterized by the mass media or means of social communication, and the first proclamation, catechesis or 
the further deepening of faith cannot do without these means.”  
 

When they are put at the service of the Gospel, they are capable of increasing almost indefinitely the area in which the 
Word of God is heard; they enable the Good News to reach millions of people. The Church would feel guilty before the 
Lord if she did not utilize these powerful means that human skill is daily rendering more perfect.  

 
487. Viewed from within the entire range of media, the Internet should be understood to be, as expressed earlier at Vatican II, one 
of the “wonderful technological discoveries.” 
 

For the Church the new world of cyberspace is a summons to the great adventure of using its potential to proclaim the 
Gospel message. This challenge is at the heart of what it means at the beginning of the millennium to follow the Lord's 
command to "put out into the deep”: Duc in altum! (Lk 5:4).271  

 
During his remarks to the Plenary Assembly of the Pontifical Council for Social Communications, Pope Francis continued to 
connect the importance of interpersonal dialogue with dialogue in social communication: 

 
We do in fact witness today, in the age of globalization, a growing sense of disorientation and isolation; we see, increasingly, a loss of mean-
ing to life, an inability to connect with a “home”, and a struggle to build meaningful relationships. It is therefore important to know how to dia-
logue, and how to enter, with discernment, into the environments created by new technologies, into social networks, in such a way as to re-
veal a presence that listens, converses, and encourages. Do not be afraid to be this presence, expressing your Christian identity as you be-
come citizens of this environment. A Church that follows this path learns how to walk with everybody!3 

 
Anyone with a smart phone can easily see Pope Francis living this challenge personally through the popular Pope App and 
online by following him on Twitter via the ID: @Pontifex. 

 

Integrating Our Story with THE Story 

 
There are many ways that we can integrate OUR story with THE story. Some people, like Cardinal Tagle, do reflections on the 
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readings; some of us tell stories that illustrate a particular verse of Scripture to others.  Some can do this artistically, some 
do it more factually. What I believe is essential is that we evaluate all our social media in light of what our deepest beliefs 
are. Our stories can be funny, poignant, heart wrenching, wonder invoking, action provoking, or simply educational. But 
whatever we put out to the universe through the internet should in some way radiate the Gospel. 
 
Instead of homogenizing thought, as it was thought that the internet would do, what has happened is that "tribes” have been 
created. People with like interests have gravitated to one another. Seth Godin points this out in his talk on “tribes”: 
 

What tribes are, is a very simple concept that goes back 50,000 years. It's about leading and connecting people and ideas. And 
it's something that people have wanted forever. Lots of people are used to having a spiritual tribe, or a church tribe, having a 
work tribe, having a community tribe. But now, thanks to the internet, thanks to the explosion of mass media, thanks to a lot of 
other things that are bubbling through our society around the world, tribes are everywhere. 
 
The Internet was supposed to homogenize everyone by connecting us all. Instead what it's allowed is silos of interest. So you've 
got the red-hat ladies over here. You've got the red-hat triathletes over there. You've got the organized armies over here. You've 
got the disorganized rebels over here. You've got people in white hats making food. And people in white hats sailing boats. The 
point is that you can find Ukrainian folk dancers and connect with them, because you want to be connected. That people on the 
fringes can find each other, connect and go somewhere. Every town that has a volunteer fire department understands this way 
of thinking… 
 
You can tell when you're running into someone in a tribe. And it turns out that it's tribes -- not money, not factories -- that can 
change our world, that can change politics, that can align large numbers of people. Not because you force them to do something 
against their will, but because they wanted to connect. 
 
That what we do for a living now, all of us, I think, is find something worth changing, and then assemble tribes that assemble 
tribes that spread the idea and spread the idea. And it becomes something far bigger than ourselves, it becomes a movement.4   
 

Tribes have positive ramifications as well as negative ones. On the positive side people who care deeply about something 
find a home. They find a way to participate. They find a community that they can relate to.  I think the last few years have 
given us some great examples of this. Think about the groundswell of support that sisters in this country have received. I 
can’t tell you what that meant to us. It also showed that there were folks who were just looking for the chance to add their 
voices to something they held dear. 
 
A more recent example is the explosion of media surrounding Pope Francis. You can just feel how much people were 
thirsty for a religious leader like him. This extends far beyond the Catholics. There are many ways to mobilize for specific 
causes and recent history is filled with examples of how, when traditional media failed or was stifled, the information was 
broadcast through other means.  

 

On the other hand this can lead to what is referred to as “silo-ing.” We only communicate or listen to those who think like us.  
We only hear the stories on the news that networks think will sell. We live in “filter bubbles.” Alisa Miller from PRI shared 
this statistic: In 1970 the average news program in the US was 35% global news; by 2000 it was about 12%. As the world 
becomes more global our media is less global by the day. And I think this is true for all of us in some way. It is hard to listen 
for the grains of truth in someone with whom we disagree. 
 

Our Shared Story as Missioners 

 
What does this imply for us as missioners? As in our “offline” life, we are called to be bridge builders. As Ethan Zuckerman 
commented: 
 

So once you start widening like this, once you start lighting up voices in the dark spots, once you start translating, once you start 
curating, you end up in some really weird places. This is an image from pretty much my favorite blog, which is AfriGadget. And 
AfriGadget is a blog that looks at technology in an Africa context. And specifically, it's looking at a blacksmith in Kibera in Nairo-
bi, who is turning the shaft of a Landrover into a cold chisel. And when you look at this image, you might find yourself going, 
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"Why would I conceivably care about this?" And the truth is, this guy can probably explain this to you.  
 
This is Erik Hersman. You guys may have seen him around the conference. He goes by the moniker White African. He's both a very 
well known American geek, but he's also Kenyan; he was born in Sudan, grew up in Kenya. He is a bridge figure. He is someone 
who literally has feet in both worlds -- one in the world of the African technology community, one in the world of the American tech-
nology community. And so he's able to tell a story about this blacksmith in Kibera and turn it into a story about repurposing technolo-
gy, about innovating from constraint, about looking for inspiration based on reusing materials. He knows one world, and he's finding 
a way to communicate it to another world, both of which he has deep connections to. These bridge figures, I'm pretty well con-
vinced, are the future of how we try to make the world wider through using the web.5  

 
We have the gift of having stood in two world views. We have been able to in whatever extent to know the “other” as gift to our 
lives. Hopefully we can call ourselves “xenophiles” and can be a catalyst to others to become “xenophiles.” This is the Gospe l 
in action. This is the Sermon on the Mount. This is the Beatitudes. This is the Good Samaritan. This is the Word made flesh. 
 
In telling our stories: 

we give life to the words.  
we break open the Word. 
we remind people that God's action is all around us. 
we advocate for justice. 
we bring a Global Voice to those who may never hear one. 

 
So the big questions become: “How can we best communicate our message?” and “Where can our stories make the biggest 
impact?” We can’t do it all (unless you are big enough to have a dedicated social media staff person).  Different social media 
platforms have different audiences. It is important to consider who you want to interact with in order to determine where to 
have a presence. Looking at the survey that was on the USCMA website, the most used platform is Facebook.   
 
Facebook has an increasingly “more mature” audience who want to keep in touch with grandchildren, etc.  But there are also 
those in their late 30’s and 40’s still showing off children and children’s activities. These folks are looking for inspiration as well, 
so many memes with either scripture quotes or poetry quotes are quite popular. I did a little picture with a Scripture quote while 
I was on retreat and got pretty good response to it. 
 
I listened to a free webinar that said that the audience for podcasts was more affluent and higher educated than average so i f 
that is your audience, start a podcast. It is also true that if you are good at preaching this is a great platform to be on. I did not 
do an exhaustive search but there really aren’t many Catholic podcasts and I didn’t find any mission ones. 
 
But the main starting point should be your website and a blog. Everything I have read recently also indicates that the website 
should be a “responsive” website. That is one that can adjust and look good on whatever device being used…a computer, a 
tablet, a smart phone.   
 
Facebook is not indexed by Google like blogs are, so blogs are more effective if you use the right keywords.  Each of the plat-
forms has its advantages and disadvantages. The most important thing is making sure that you are putting content that fits 
your mission and that is meaningful. And, of course, it should be something that you are willing to keep up with. There are 
scores of studies on when and how often to post on various media but for me it comes down to what can I realistically do? 
 
And we can’t forget that what distinguishes social media from all the other media out there is that it is, in fact, social. Books, 
radio and TV are “ONE to MANY” media.  Social Media may begin as ONE to MANY but it is successful when it becomes 
“MANY to MANY”, when the tribes begin to form and one tribe shares with another. Asking questions that are provocative and 
thought provoking, inviting ideas and sharing, engaging to get people talking can be the best use of social media. Then your 
story and THE Story becomes a shared story. 
 
I am keenly aware of the difficulties that we all face with this. Trying to get the stories from the field is the hardest. First of all, 
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the internet connections are an issue. And the folks who are working tend not to take the time to write down their reflections. 
They need deadlines and even then…what can you do if they don’t meet them? And then there is the time element for peo-
ple like myself who have all the other duties related to development or mission advancement. Social media is only one as-
pect of the total package of responsibilities. And it is difficult to assess the ROI.   
 
So there is a lot we need to keep learning. I think we have some great options in the breakout sessions today. But no matter 
how knowledgeable and advanced we become we need to remember that the best leaders always begin with the WHY of 
what they are doing. We have great stories to tell. Why?  Because they flow from THE story and the mission of God.  We 
have Good News. 
 

Notes: 

  

1. Stanton, Andrew, The Clues to a Great Story, presented by TED Talks. Posted online in March 2012. http://www.ted.com/talks/
andrew_stanton_the_clues_to_a_great_story.html  

 
2. Adichie, Chimamanda Ngozi, The Danger of a Single Story, presented by TED Talks. Posted online in October 2009. http://www.ted.com/talks/

chimamanda_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story.html  
 
3. Pope Francis: Social Communications is for bringing others to Christ: Vatican Radio September 21, 2013. http://www.news.va/en/news/pope-

francis-social-communications-is-for-bringing 
 
4. Godin, Seth, The Tribes We Lead, presented by TED Talks. Posted online in May 2009. http://www.ted.com/talks/

seth_godin_on_the_tribes_we_lead.html  
 
5. Zuckerman, Ethan, Listening to Global Voices, presented by TED Talks. Posted online in July, 2010. http://www.ted.com/talks/

ethan_zuckerman.html 

 

Additional Resources: 

Online Articles 
Five Online Best Practices for Small NPO’s 
http://www.nptechforgood.com/2013/09/10/five-online-fundraising-best-practices-for-small-ngos-in-developing-countries/?
goback=%2Egde_1172477_member_272965738#%21 
 
Low Cost Tools for Nonprofits 
http://www.nptechforgood.com/2013/07/29/low-cost-tools-for-nonprofits/ 
 
Infographic on Millennials and Non-Profits 
http://blog.hubspot.com/nonprofit-millennial-stats-list?goback=%2Egde_1172477_member_275120088#%21 
 
Pope Francis on Social Media 
http://www.news.va/en/news/pope-francis-social-communications-is-for-bringing 
 
Various Social Media Infographics 
http://www.pinterest.com/kschmittgens/infographics-for-social-media/ 
 
Books 
Social Media for Social Good by Heather Mansfield 
 
Social Media Gospel by Meredith Gould 
 
Rewire: Digital Cosmopolitans in the Age of Connection by Ethan Zuckerman 

http://www.ted.com/talks/andrew_stanton_the_clues_to_a_great_story.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/andrew_stanton_the_clues_to_a_great_story.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story.html
http://www.news.va/en/news/pope-francis-social-communications-is-for-bringing
http://www.news.va/en/news/pope-francis-social-communications-is-for-bringing
http://www.ted.com/talks/seth_godin_on_the_tribes_we_lead.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/seth_godin_on_the_tribes_we_lead.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/ethan_zuckerman.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/ethan_zuckerman.html
http://www.nptechforgood.com/2013/09/10/five-online-fundraising-best-practices-for-small-ngos-in-developing-countries/?goback=%2Egde_1172477_member_272965738#%21
http://www.nptechforgood.com/2013/09/10/five-online-fundraising-best-practices-for-small-ngos-in-developing-countries/?goback=%2Egde_1172477_member_272965738#%21
http://www.nptechforgood.com/2013/07/29/low-cost-tools-for-nonprofits/
http://blog.hubspot.com/nonprofit-millennial-stats-list?goback=%2Egde_1172477_member_275120088#%21
http://www.news.va/en/news/pope-francis-social-communications-is-for-bringing
http://www.pinterest.com/kschmittgens/infographics-for-social-media/
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Free Programs That Help to Create Video 
Animoto 
Vine (for smartphones) (6 second videos) 
Instagram video (15 second videos) 
 
Websites 
Non-profit Tech for Good- http://www.nptechforgood.com/  
 
Beth Kanter (blogger)- http://www.bethkanter.org/ 
 
Social Media Examiner- http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/ 
 
Storytelling Resources 
The Starter Guide to Nonprofit Video Storytelling (free download): http://www.startstorytelling.com/  
 
Nonprofit Storytelling for Crowdfunding & Online Fundraising: http://www.causevox.com/nonprofit-storytelling-crowdfunding/ 
 
DoGooder Awards:  http://www.youtube.com/user/nonprofitvideoawards 
 
TechSoup Digital Storytelling Challenge: http://www.techsoup.org/community/community-initiatives/techsoup-digital-storytelling 
 
SocialBrite:  http://www.socialbrite.org/sharing-center/media/ 
 
Nancy Schwartz – Getting Attention: http://gettingattention.org/2012/11/nonprofit-communications-fail/ 
 
Funny 
Social Media Funnies- http://www.pinterest.com/socialjeanie/social-media-funnies/ 
 
Jimmy Fallon and Justin Timberlake -- Hashtag http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57dzaMaouXA 
 
Ted Talks 
Media with Meaning Playlist Ex. Listening to Global Voices by Ethan Zuckerman 
http://www.ted.com/playlists/21/media_with_meaning.html 
 
How to Tell a Story Playlist Ex. Danger of a Single Story by Chimamanda Adichie 
http://www.ted.com/playlists/62/how_to_tell_a_story.html 
 
Other Programs to Consider 
  Google+ LinkedIn  Pinterest Tumblr  Sulia  Pheed 

PERIODIC PAPERS are published by the United States Catholic Mission Association  
3025 Fourth Street, NE, Suite 100, Washington, DC 20017-1107 

Phone: 202-832-3112 ♦ Fax: 202-832-3688 
Visit us online at www.uscatholicmission.org 

Please send inquiries and submissions to: uscma@uscatholicmission.org 

http://www.nptechforgood.com/about-2/
http://www.bethkanter.org/
http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/
http://www.startstorytelling.com/
http://www.causevox.com/nonprofit-storytelling-crowdfunding/
http://www.youtube.com/user/nonprofitvideoawards
http://www.techsoup.org/community/community-initiatives/techsoup-digital-storytelling
http://www.socialbrite.org/sharing-center/media/
http://gettingattention.org/2012/11/nonprofit-communications-fail/
http://www.pinterest.com/socialjeanie/social-media-funnies/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57dzaMaouXA
http://www.ted.com/playlists/21/media_with_meaning.html
http://www.ted.com/playlists/62/how_to_tell_a_story.html
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Mission Conference 2013 Highlights  

Friday, October 25, 2013 

Photos in each row, from left to right, starting at the top left:  
 
 Sr. Anne Louise and Fr. Greg Gallagher, USCMA President, during Conference registration. 
  

 Conference participants watching Cardinal Tagle’s Keynote address; Teresita Gonzalez and Fr. 
Melanio responding to Cardinal Tagle’s presentation. 

  

 Scenes from various Home Community discussions and posting headlines via Twitter (#USCMA13). 
  

 Gathering for the Mission Award Reception and Dinner. 
  

 Fr. Greg and Fr. Jack welcoming participants to the Mission Awards Dinner. Scene from the Mission 
Awards dinner.  The Daily WorldMissionaires’ representatives receive the 2013 Mission Award. 

  

 Catching a glimpse of Allison while she takes pictures of the Mission Conference set-up. 
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Mission Conference 2013 Highlights  

Saturday, October 26, 2013 

Mission Conference 2013 Highlights  

Sunday, October 27, 2013 

Photos in each row, from left to right, starting at the top left:  
  
 Fr. Greg reminding participants about events of the day. Holy Trinity High School Student Ambassadors. Procession of the gifts at Holy 

Trinity Parish during Mass. During his homily Bishop Rice, Auxiliary Bishop of St. Louis, speaks about the important work missioners are 
called to do. Sr. Joanna Okereke dancing during the celebration following Mass at Holy Trinity Parish. 

  

 Edwin Rondan presenting a workshop. USCMA  members voting on the Sustainability Resolution. USCMA interns Jackie Sardina, CUA, 
and Natia Brown, Trinity University. Sisters Irene and Isabel signing the memorial book at Holy Trinity Parish. Table centerpiece made 
by the Host Committee. 

  

 The cross and globe on the main stage. Ashley Collins, Meredith Gould, and Stephen after Meredith’s address. Fr. Jack during a table 
discussion after Meredith’s address. Sr. Anne Louise with her Mission Service Award in recognition for her years of service at USCMA. 

  

 Stephen introducing Meredith Gould. Three (3) scenes from the table discussion and Q & A session following the Keynote presentation. 
The USCMA Board of Directors and Staff after the Mission Conference. 
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Faces of Mission 

is a new bi-weekly blog series that will go online 

starting in January 2014.  Faces of Mission will 

highlight our members and their sending organi-

zations to share your stories among USCMA 

members and with the broader public. With your 

help we will be able to share stories representing 

the mission work that USCMA members do, have 

done, or support. 

Share your story of mission with us today!  
 

For more information or to share your story,  
contact: 
 
Allison Kingery 
Associate Director of Operations 
(202) 832-3112 
akingery@uscatholicmission.org  

Study Guide to the Aparecida Document 

  

In his latest Papal Exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium, Pope Francis 

speaks about the importance of the Aparecida Document published 

by CELAM, of which Pope Francis was a member before his elec-

tion. The Study Guide is in both English and Spanish (offered in a 

bilingual edition) and is perfect for group discussions, parish train-

ings and further study into what it means to be a missioner. The 

Study Guide for use with the Aparecida Document is only $10.00 

plus shipping. To order your copy, contact our office staff at 

uscma@uscatholicmission.org or call us at (202) 832-3112. 

Journey with Pope Francis and Save the Date 

 
 

In his Apostolic Exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium, 
Pope Francis calls all of us to reexamine our lives 
as missionary disciples in the Kingdom of God. 
Pope Francis highlights how we are to work for 
justice for all people and for true peace in our 
world.  

 
Join us for the 2014 Mission Conference 

 

Gospel Justice: 
Living the Challenge as the Church in Mission 

 
 from October 24, 2014 though October 26, 2014  

in Alexandria, Virginia.  

 

True  faith in the incarnate 

Son of God is inseparable  

from self-giving, from 

membership in the com-

munity, from service, from 

reconciliation with others. 

The Son of God, by be-

coming flesh, summoned 

us to the revolution of ten-

derness.  

 

- Pope Francis 

Evangelii Gaudium, 88 

mailto:akingery@uscatholicmission.org?subject=Faces%20in%20Mission%20Project
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Find out more information about the ways you can help to promote mission and global solidarity on our website:  
http://www.uscatholicmission.org   

 

Questions or do you have a mission related event?  Send us the information and we will help to publicize!  
uscma@uscatholicmission.org 

Resources for Mission  

Additional Mission  

Conference Resources 

 
 

Are you looking to learn more about what happened  
at previous USCMA Mission Conferences?   

We can help you out.   
 
 

The USCMA office has DVDs of previous  
Mission Conferences. The DVDs contain Keynote  

presentations and Panel discussions.   
Here are some of the Mission Conference DVDs  

that we currently have available:  
 
 

2012: Forging News Paths- Interreligious Dialogue 
2009: Behold, I Create a New Heaven and a New 
    Earth… Seeing Mission with New Eyes 
2008: Mission: A Journey of Hope 
2007: “Are Not Our Hearts Burning?” 

 
We also have DVDs of the Keynotes from: 

 Mission Congress 2010 
God’s Mission, Many Faces:  

A Portrait of US Catholics in Mission 
 

To order, please email the USCMA staff 
uscma@uscatholicmission.org.   

 
All prices include USPS Media Mail shipping cost. 

DVD Year Member Price Non-member Price 

2012 $15.00 $17.50 

2010 $11.00 $13.50 

2009, 2008, 2007 $ 8.00 $12.50 

Mission Conference 2013 Presentations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Order your copy today of the  
2013 Mission Conference Presentations including: 

 
 Media in Mission 
  by Cardinal Luis Tagle 
 Responses to Media in Mission 

 by Teresita Gonzales and Fr. Melanio Viuya, MJ 
 Our Story, THE Story, Our Shared Story  
  by Sr. Kathy Schmittgens, SSND 
 Embracing a Future That’s Already Here 
  by Meredith Gould 
 Social Media: Laying the Foundations for Fundraising 

  by Mark Etling 
   

This DVD resource is available for $20.00 (shipping included).  
 

To order, please contact the USCMA staff at 
uscma@uscatholicmission.org or (202) 832-3112. 

http://www.uscatholicmission.org
mailto:%20uscma@uscatholicmission.org
mailto:%20uscma@uscatholicmission.org
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Please remember the United 

States Catholic Mission  

Association in your 

COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN 

 

Joseph and Mary came to Bethlehem, 

where there was no room for them in 

the inn. They took up lodging in a sta-

ble. Mary quickly turned it into a home. 

When her time came, she gave birth to 

her firstborn son. She wrapped him in 

swaddling clothes and laid him in a 

manger. Jesus’ mission began with 

Mary’s gifting him to the world.  

As we continue Jesus’ mission, work-

ing together to proclaim his Gospel of  

love, peace and joy, we pray that your 

faith will bring you to gift Jesus to eve-

ryone hungering and thirsting for the 

life that only he can bring.  

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 


